
Executive Summary
WePlenish smart containers automatically re-order your 
favorite coffee pods, espresso capsules, tea and other pantry 
items when supplies run low. Using embedded sensors to 
detect product levels and WiFi to place orders, your smart 
containers will always keep you stocked so you never 
run out of your favorite products, eliminating the need for 
those emergency coffee runs. It is the first Amazon Dash 
Replenishment enabled smart container.

WePlenish, a South Florida 
start-up, is the world’s first 
smart container. Connecting 
to your Amazon account, 
the container senses when 
product is running low on 
inventory and automatically 
orders more.

   

WePlenish Successfully
Launches World’s First IoT 
Powered Smart Container

Challenges
• Time to Market: WePlenish had a tight deadline to have the 

product in hand before the upcoming holiday season. 

• Engineering Support: With the smart container being the 
first product developed for WePlenish, they were looking for 
guidance throughout the entire manufacturing process. 

• Cost: WePlenish needed to keep the cost of manufacturing 
low to gain market share quickly.   

• Product Complexity: WePlenish required engineering and 
manufacturing expertise due to the product’s embedded 
sensors. 

• U.S.-based engineering and 
customer support 

• Competitive pricing 

• Seamless New Product 
Introduction into mass production 

• IoT manufacturing expertise 

• Material selection for cost 
optimization

Solutions Provided:



How East West Helped
WePlenish was seeking a turn-key manufacturer 
to guide them through each step of the process 
as they sought to get their first product to market 
as quickly as possible. WePlenish wanted to 
partner with a manufacturing services company 
with overseas manufacturing operations to keep 
costs minimal as well as domestic engineering 
and customer support.

By partnering with East West, WePlenish was 
able to utilize a vast global supply chain, allowing 
them to reach their target price. Additionally, they 
benefited from East West’s value engineering 
team who made recommendations for alternative 
components and materials, allowing WePlenish 
to maintain a low cost while meeting lead time 
requirements during production.

Results and Future Plans
East West was able to meet WePlenish’s deadline of having the smart containers on the shelves 
before the holiday season of the same year. By achieving their requested in hand date, WePlenish 
penetrated the market at an optimal time which helped grow their business exponentially as they 
experienced great success selling their first product.

WePlenish is currently developing future product ideas and is excited to partner with East West again 
to manufacture these new innovations.

Craig Rettew
Co-Founder, CTO

WePlenish 

WePlenish appreciated the communication with their East West project managers, who kept them 
up to date on the project status, suggesting and making changes to better align with WePlenish’s 
business goals. With the smart container being WePlenish’s first product launch, East West helped 
navigate them through difficult decisions in order to keep the project on track and on budget. 

“Although our product was being produced overseas, we felt that it 
was being produced in our backyard with the constant updates we 
received from East West. As a new company, producing a first-of-its-
kind product, communication was paramount to our success and 
East West proved itself over and over.”


